Student team
Hi! Do you also want to be a part of Örebro Kårhus and be more engaged so that we at Örebro
University can offer the best student life possible? Here is all you need to know to become a part
of a Student team!

What´s a Student team?
Starting spring term 2020 (after the orientation program) all scheduled shifts for Timebeer, the
Nightclub, other nighttime events and sittings will be covered by Student teams instead of you
individually signing up on the schedule. Instead of looking for personal for every shift we will work
closer together with the involved members of the student union to fill the slots in the Student
teams so that we at Örebro University can run our Kårhus together and offer the very best student
life!
From each section there are two ambassadors for Örebro Kårhus that will recruit members of the
student union for the Student teams, as well as pose as the contact link between sections and the
Kårhus. They will also be the link between other parts of the Kårhus and the Student teams, as
they will engage in the role as team leaders.

Implementation
Prior to every term the team leaders will sign their team up for specific weeks, during which they
will work. The shifts that are included are Timebeer, Nightclub, other evening events and sittings
that are held during the term.
Every team has a few shifts a month but the whole team will never work at the same time,
making sure no one works too often. Therefore you will not have to be available to work every
month but you will work 3-5 shifts during the whole term, depending on how many members
there are in your team. If one team do not manage to fill their shifts the other teams can help out
and the members from the other teams can earn themselves individual benefits.

How’s a student team created?
You might already have a group of friends that you enjoy working with at Kåren? Perfect, of course
you can be a part of the same Student team even if you are not all part of the same section. No
one to apply with? That’s not a problem either as we promise all of our teams will build an
amazing unity!
The application for the Student teams will be made online (teams.orebrokarhus.se) but our
ambassadors will be available for their respective sections to explain how the Student teams will
work and to answer any question that you might have. Any applicants will then be assigned a
Student team based on friends that you apply with and partly what section you belong to.

Criterias
- There will be 6 equally sized Student teams with a maximum of 35 members, after
that there will be a queue system to the teams.
- As a member in a Student team you will generally work 3-5 shifts every term
depending on how many members there are in your team.
- You do not need any previous experience to join a student team or work
at Örebro Kårhus.

Benefits for Student team members
The benefits available to members of Student teams are both individual and collective. When
entering into a Student team you immediately get access to the following benefits and they are
valid throughout the whole period of time that you are a part of the Student team, to take advantage of these you need an account in the app Örebro Kårhus:
- Passing the line for yourself for Timebeer and Nightclub during regular events.
- Discounted food during Timebeer.
- Free coffee and tea at Örebro Kårhus during the Café’s opening hours.

Group benefits
Group benefits are available for all the members of the Student teams. We assume that the teams
fill all the shifts that they are assigned to and therefore will take part in all group benefits that
are listed below. Should a team fail to fill their shifts they lose first group benefit number 4, then
number 3 and so on.
1. (Occurs during May)
Invitation to the staff party by the end of the term.
Invitation to staff Olympics in the beginning of May.
2. (Occurs twice every term, during February and April)
Pub night with the team during a weekday evening at Örebro Kårhus. Music quiz, karaoke, staff
prices on food and drinks. Possibility to have other activities/competitions during the night. These
nights are offered to two-three teams at the same time.
3.(Occurs during March)
A sitting during a Saturday at Örebro Kårhus. The night is ended with passing the line/free entry to
any of the club in town. These nights are for three teams at the same time.
4. (Occurs during May
A teambuilding activity at for example Pitcher’s, Prison Island, Sörbybacken or Gustavsvik. One
activity per team.

One-time-use benefits
If you work a shift apart from the shifts that are your teams’ or just want to work a shift at Kåren
without having joined a team, you’re still offered benefits. These are of course available for Café
shifts.
If you are not part of a Student team you will receive benefits from the current benefit stair levels.
If you are part of a Student team and work outside of your team shifts then you are offered to
choose between different one-time-use benefits, for example a 1+1 free ticket to Timebeer or the
Nightclub.

